XXI International Lisbon Conference

Diversity and Change in the International Order  
Dialogue and Conflict in the Mediterranean

This conference is part of a larger project on the complementarities between the EU and NATO Mediterranean initiatives

Lisbon Congress Center, 20-21 November 2003

Programme

Thursday, 20 November

09:30  **Opening Session**  
José Calvet de Magalhães, Chairman, IEEI, Lisbon  
Pedro Santana Lopes, Mayor of Lisbon  
Jorge Rocha de Matos, President, Portuguese Industrial Association, Lisbon  
Member of the Portuguese Government

10:45  Coffee break

11:00  **Revisiting the world scene: the order of values and the disorder of power**  
Chairman: José Luís da Cruz Vilaça, IEEI Board, Lisbon  
Mehmet Aydin, Minister of State, Ankara  
Eduardo Lourenço, Essayist, Vence

14:30  **Islam, democratic transition and regime stability in the Mediterranean**  
Chairman: Alexandra Barahona de Brito, IEEI, Lisbon  
Tim Niblock, Institute of Arab and Islamic Studies, Exeter  
Salima Ghezali, Journalist, Sakharov Prize, Algeria  
Shahed Sadullah, Journalist, London  
Rapporteur: Abdallah Saaf, Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches en Sciences Sociales, Rabat

16:15  Coffee break

16:30  **State-building and the quest for peace in the Middle East**  
*Iraq, Israel & Palestine* …  
Chairman: George Joffé, IEEI, Lisbon  
Miguel Angel Moratinos, Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Madrid  
Uri Avnery, Gush Shalom, Tel-Aviv  
Ahmad Khalidi, Former Palestinian Negotiator, Palestine  
Rapporteur: Amr Hamzawy, Center for European Studies, Cairo
Friday, 21 November

09.30  EU and Nato Mediterranean dialogues: complement or alternative?
Chairman: Maria do Rosário de Moraes Vaz, IEEI, Lisbon
Mustapha Hamarneh, Director, Centre for Strategic Studies, Amman
José Eduardo Garcia Leandro, Director, National Defence Institute, Lisbon
Alexandre Zafiriou, General Secretariat of the European Council, Brussels
Nélus de Santis, Nato, Brussels
Rapporteur: Steve Simon, Rand Corporation, New York

10:45  Coffee break

11:00  Global governance and inter-regional dialogues after Iraq and Cancun
Chairman: Rui Madaleno, Portuguese Industrial Association, Lisbon
Mario Télò, Institut d’Études Européennes, Université Libre de Bruxelles
Azzam Mahjoub, University of Tunis
Vitor Martins, IEEI Board, Lisbon
Yeo Lay Hwee, Singapore Institute of International Affairs, Singapore
Rapporteur: Alfredo Valladão, Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Paris

14:30  Culture and language-based communities: a vehicle for inter-regional and international co-operation?
Chairman: Guilherme d’Oliveira Martins, IEEI Board, Lisbon
Gonçalo Santa-Clara Gomes, Portuguese Ambassador to the UN, New York
David Gakunzi, Centro Norte-Sul do Conselho da Europa, Lisbon
André Magrinho, Portuguese Industrial Association, Lisbon
Ahmed Driss, Tunisian University, Tunis

16:00  Coffee break

16:30  Final round-table
Chairman: Álvaro de Vasconcelos, Director, IEEI, Lisbon
Amr Hamzawy, Center for European Studies, Cairo
Abdallah Saaf, Centre d’Etudes et de Recherches en Sciences Sociales, Rabat
Steve Simon, Rand Corporation, New York
Alfredo Valladão, Institut d’Etudes Politiques, Paris

Closing Remarks

Organised by the IEEI co-sponsored by the NATO Public Diplomacy Division, under the patronage of the Lisbon City Council and Portuguese Defence Ministry

The support of AIP is gratefully acknowledged

Working languages: Portuguese, French and English. Simultaneous translation into English.